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Some results concerning a problem in set theory. 
By G. FODOR in Szeged. 
Let 5 be a given set of power 111 s x 0 , Q a subset of power q i s N0 of 
-S and suppose that to every element x of Q there corresponds a subset H(x) 
of 5 such that for any x £ Q the power of the set. H(x) is smaller than a 
given cardinal number n which is smaller than m and U //(л:) = q. Let p be 
a cardinal number for which p ^ m. 
D e f i n i t i o n . A subset Г of Q is said to have the property T(q,p) 
whenever 
1) U H(x)= q and 2) U ( Я ( х ) П % ) ) < р . 
г ег *,уег • 
Problem. Does there always exist a subset Г of Q with the property 
7(q, p), if c| > n, p s n and q ^ p? 
We shall prove in this paper that the answer to this problem is affirm-
ative in the following cases: 
a) if p = q (in the case, when q (=j= is the sum of n cardinal num-
bers, each of which is smaller than q, we assume the generalized continuum 
hypothesis) (Theorem 1, Theorem 6 and Theorem 8), 
b) if q = N«+M (where cc is an arbitrary and и the smallest infinite 
ordinal number) and p = x«+i (Theorem 6), 
c) if 1) n = p = ic0 and q is a regular cardinal number or- if 2) 
2s 'a = NVi> q = (where a is an arbitrary ordinal number) and p = n ^ N „ 
(Theorem 7), 
d)^if q is a singular cardinal number and if l)n=--N0 , p = [q*-n]+, or if 2 ) 
.No ^ » < q, = N«+1 for every x„ for which a« < q and p = [q*-n]+ (where q* 
denotes the smallest cardinal number such that q is the sum of q* cardinal 
numbers each of which is less than q, and r+ the cardinal number immediately 
following v = q*. n) (Theorem 8), 
e) in every case whenever q = N« is a singular cardinal number such 
that a is not confinal to to and q = p, supposing that the answer to the 
problem is affirmative in the special case whenever q = p = Hp and ¡3 is 
-confinal to со (Theorem 11). 
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The answer to the problem is negative, in general, in the following cases. 
These results are due to P. ERDOS. 
a) If c| is a singular cardinal number and p = (q*)+ (Theorem 9). 
b) If (| = NVi, N\ = r is singular, p ^ n, n = (r*)u and 2 ^ = ^+1 i o r 
•every /? (Theorem 10). 
R e m a r k . If the answer to the problem is affirmative with q = p then 
the answer to the following problem of RUZIEWICZ [1] is affirmative with 
•c > N, too: 
Let £ be a given non countable set of power c and suppose that there 
•exists, a relation R between the elements of E such that for any x£E, the 
power of the set of the elements y £ E (j;=)=x) for which xRy holds, is 
smaller than a given cardinal number r ^ N0 which is smaller than c. Two 
•distinct elements x and y of E are called independent if neither xRy nor 
yRx. We say that a subset of E is a free set if any two points of this sub^ 
set are independent. 
P r o b l e m of R u z i e w i c z . Does there always exist a free subset of 
power c of E? 
The answer to this problem is affirmative first if r = N0. and c is either 
•of the form 2s or of the form x«+i ([2], [3]), then if c is a regular cardinal 
number or if e is the countable sum of cardinals smaller than c ([4], [5]), 
finally, in the general case, assuming the generalized continuum hypothesis [6]. 
We shall consider two cases: 1) there exists a regular cardinal number 
•S for which r = o < c, 2) there is no such a regular cardinal number s. It is 
•obvious that in the second case c is regular and t singular. Thus there exists 
in this case a regular cardinal number r0 < v and a subset F of power c of 
E such that, for every x £ F, the power of the set R(x) of the elements y£E 
for which xRy holds, is smaller than r0 . [Indeed let v* denote the smallest 
cardinal number such that r is the sum of v* cardinal numbers each of which 
is less than v. Since r is singular, we have r* < r. .Let cpx* denote the initial 
number of v*. There exist regular cardinal numbers r1 ; r 2 , . . . , ... '(£<<p**) 
such that .1« > tp > v' for « > ft and 
r==v1 + r2-|-".-. + f H • 
"Let E( be the set of elements x ( £ , for which R(x) < t-£. Obviously U E( = E. 
As e is regular and r < c, therefore there exists an ordinal number §„(< fA*) 
such that £f0 = c. Let F = E ( 0 and. r0 = r£0.] 
Define now the relation R' as follows: Let xR'y if there exists a se-
quence x ! , x 2 , ...,xk of elements of £ such that xRxx, XiRx2,...,xkRy hold. 
It is obvious that R' is transitive. In the first case, for any x £ E, the power 
-of the set R'{x) of elements y £ E, for which xR'y holds, is smaller than. §0 < e, 
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where S„ is a given regular cardinal number such that t ^ § 0 < e . If r = >?O 
then we suppose even that S0>N<>; this can be done, since e > N i . In the 
second case, for any x.£ F, the power of the set R'(x) of elements y^E, for 
which xR'y holds, is smaller than t 0 < c. [Indeed le tx be a given element of E 
and R(x) = EU R(EX) = (J R(x) = E,,..., R(Ek.i) = Ek, It can be easily 
seen by induction that Ek<b (k= 1 , 2 , . . . ) , since 6 is regular, where b = §0. 
in the first case and 6 = r0 in the second case with x £ F. Obviously R'(x) = 
= U Ek and j j l i f c < b.] Let P(x) = {x} U {y £ E:xR'y). The conditions of the 
k < CD k < oo 
problem are satisfied in the first case with S=Q = E, m = q = e, n = §„,-
H(x) = P(x), and in the second case with S = E, Q = F, m = q = e, n = r0,. 
H(x) = P(x). If the answer to the problem is affirmative with m = q = p , then 
there exists a subset r of Q with the property 7(m, m). 
Let - 2 r = U P ( x ) and / 7 r = |J (P(x) fl P(y)). As P p ) < n < m „ xer . . x^yer 
2 r = m = c and ZZr<m = e, therefore there exists a subset r ' of power m. 
of r such that, for any x^T', P'(x) = P(x)—77r#= 0. 
Let us select from every set P'(x) (x £ F ' ) an element. The set of these 
elements is obviously free. 
N o t a t i o n s . For any subset Q' of Q let 
> > = U H(X), 
•*eQ' 
nQ = U (H(x)r)H(y)). 
x,yeQ' 
For any cardinal number r we denote by ^ the initial number of r, by r*' 
the smallest ordinal number for which r is the sum of r* cardinal numbers, 
each of which is smaller than r and by r+ the cardinal number immediateljr 
following r. For any limes ordinal number /? we denote by /?* the smallest, 
ordinal y for which ft is confinal to •/. 
T h e o r e m 1. // q = p and q is not the sum of n cardinal numbers,, 
each of which is smaller than q, then the answer to the problem is affirmative. 
P r o o f . Assume that the theorem is false, i. e. 
(A) if M is a subset of for which M < q, then- for every subset r 
of Q for which 
IlrQM, 
the power of the set 2 r is smaller than q. 
It follows from the conditions = q and H(x) < n < q that 
( B ) if M is a subset of such that M< q, then the power of the set 
of elements x £ Q, for which 
H ( x ) fl —Ai) =j=0, 
is q. 
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Define the sets Mp and Kp by transfinite induction as follows. Let M0 
be a subset of power less than q of and K0 = 0. Let now /? be an ordi-
nal number, 1 ^ /?< (p„, and suppose that all setsJ\t ( and where 
have been already defined such that M^aSq, M^<q. As / ? < n < q and q is 
not the sum of 11 cardinal numbers, each of which is smaller than q, the power 
of the set 
Np = U Mi 
Z<P 
is less than q. Let Kp be a set of elements x £ Q such that 
\) H(x) n ( 2 ^ - A W = j = 0 , ' 
2) U K p ^ N p , 
3) for every element x of Q — Kp for which H(x)=\= 0 there is an ele-
ment y£Kp such that the set H(x) ClH(y) is not a subset of Np. 
Let 
. M/s ?K-N:I. 
As iV^ < q we obtain by (B) that Kp=^0, i. e. Mp=^0. By ( 4 ) the power of 
the set is smaller than q. It follows that Mp < q. Consider the set 
M= (J M(. Obviously A f < q because q is not the sum of n cardinal num-
t«Pn ' 
bers, each of which is smaller than q and r/>„ = n < q . It follows from (B) 
that there is an element x„ of Q for which 
H(x0) f! (2"^—M) 4= 0. 
Clearly x0$Kt(%<<pn). In the opposite case there would be an ordinal num-
ber S0<<Pn such that X(,£Kio. By the definition 
Mio= U H{x)-Nia, / 
i. e. 
H(x)czNu+l= U M £ c M = U Mit ' 
- £<«o+i £«P n ' 
which is impossible. 
By the property (3) of K t there exists an element £ Kt for which the 
set H(x0) il H(y() is not a subset of N^. According to the definition of M( we 
have 
M6 n H(x0) ^ 0 
for every £ < <pn. Let as £ M fl H(x0). Since Ai„fl M,L = 0 if v 4 = t h e r e f o r e 
the elements as are distinct. Thus the power of the set of elements as is n. 
It follows that 
TO) ^ n. 
This is impossible, since H{x)<\\, for every element x£Q. The theorem is 
proved. 
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C o r o l l a r y . // n < No and q = p , then the answer to the problem is 
affirmative. 
T h e o r e m 2. If q is a. regular cardinal number and there exists a 
subset F of Q with the property T(q, p) such that 
ffr = T 
is a regular cardinal number and r s n, then there is a subset of F with the 
property 7(q, r). 
• First we prove the following 
L e m m a . Let a be a regular cardinal number, A a set of power n and 
t a cardinal number, which is smaller than a. If to every element x of A there 
corresponds an ordinal number g(x) < <pb, then there exists an ordinal number 
jC < (fib and a subset A' of power a of A such that for every element x of A' 
we have g(x) < :<c. 
P r o o f . Let K(ci) denote for every ordinal number cc<cpb the set of all 
x£ A for which g(x) = cc. It is clear that 
A=\JK{cc). 
"«Pi, 
As b < a and a is regular it follows that there exists an ordinal number 
ji < <jp6 for which K(ji') = a. By the definition of K(a) the lemma holds with 
A' = KQnf) and TC = V + 1. 
P r o o f o f t h e t h e o r e m 2. Let |J Ky = FIr be a decomposition 
of F/r into the sum of mutually disjoint non empty sets Ky (y < got) such that 
for any v < <pv we have __; 
"U < 
y<v 
Consider now the set № of x ( f for which JL(x)—FIr^0. Clearly the power 
of the set lP is q, because H(x) <n< q, 2 r = q and llr<(\. 
As H(x)< rt and r ( ^ n ) is regular, for every x^tp there exists an 
ordinal number f(x) <<pt so that for any y>f(x), Kyf\H(x) is empty. Thus 
by the lemma there exists an ordinal number TC < <pt and a subset W of 
power q of such that for every element x of W we have f(x)<n. If x£F, 
then the sets H'(x) = H(x)—F are mutually disjoint. It follows by the defi-
nition of lP that = q. As 
/ i y S u Ky 
y<?I 
and U Ky < r, therefore W has the property 7(q, r). The theorem is . proved. 
/ . : : . . . 
T h e o r e m 3. If q = (where a is an arbitrary and k (> 1) a finite 
ordinal number) and x = max {NV+I , n+}, then there is a subset of Q with the 
property T ( q , t ) . 
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P r o o f . Let L denote the set of cardinal numbers f for each of which 
there exists a subset of Q with the property 7"(q, f). L is non empty, since 
by the theorem 1, Ha+k^L. According to the well-ordering theorem L is well-
ordered. Let f0 be the first element of L. By the theorem 2, f0 ^ r. The theo-
rem is proved. 
T h e o r e m 4. Let q be a singular cardinal number; r0 a cardinal number 
which is smaller than q and {qi}£<i,q, a sequence of regular cardinal num-
bers such that t0 < q£, q̂  > q«(/?>«), max{n, q+} < q̂  < q and q = 2 • • . £<9»q* 
I f , for every £ < <yv, is subset of power q^ of Q such that Qt has a 
subset Qs with the property T(qt, t'(1), then Q has a subset with the property 
7XUtoif] + ) . 
P r o o f . Define the sets Qi'(%<<pq*) by transfinite induction as follows: 
Let Qo' = Qo- Let furthermore be an ordinal number, 0<7?<<jPq*, and 
suppose that all sets Qj', where 0 ^ t, < r\, have been already defined such 
that Ql' :-•• q.- and 
¿ V n - « i ' r„ 
where L^ = (J Qi'.. 
Now we show that Q',, has a subset Rl? for which 
tf) San< 
b) SZWSQ' 1{ r„ (where Ln= U Qi'). 
It is obvious that for fixed ij the sets H'1(x) = H(x)—.nQ'ti(x^Q',j) are 
mutually disjoint. As qv is a regular cardinal number, qs<qn ( § < ??) and 
- max {T}, n} < q,;, therefore 
• I f Hix) = U U Hjx) i j n l l £ < W = q?• 
xeL>i toixeQ's s<'? 
It follows that for the set R,; of elements x of Q'n for which 
H'l{x) fl ( U H(y))-\ 0, 
the relation 
SR)1< qn 
holds. Let Q'/ = Q'^—R,,. As 1£R <(\,, and has the property 7(q i, ) v0), 
therefore Q'v'= qv and Q;/ has the property T(q,;, r„). 
Let 
. r = U Q'I-
Clearly r has the property r(q,[r0 , q*]+). 
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T h e o r e m 5. // q > x0and q0 is a cardinal number such that n < q0 < q 
and q0 Ko, then there exists a subset Qn of Q such that 
Q<> = = llo • 
P r o o f . Let be any well-ordering of Q of type r/>q. We define 
a sequence of the type </>q of elements of Q by transfinite. induction in the 
following way: Put 'y0 = x0. Let now ?; be an ordinal number, 0 < i ; < < j p q , 
and suppose that all elements y w h e r e 0 £ < have been already defined. 
Let £0 be the smallest ordinal number C for which 
(1) " O t i i u t f O ' i ) . 
There exists such an ordinal number C, for Tj < q, H(x) < n < q and 
Let J V = x £ o . It follows from (1) that U //(j/£) = q0, since H(yC> < n < q0. Let 
= £<^o • 
Qo = {)'c}«<?>(, • Obviously Q0 = q0. The theorem is proved. 
T h e o r e m 6. If q = NK+w (where a is an arbitrary and -co the smallest 
infinite ordinal number) and p = max {x«+i, n+}, then Q has a subset F with 
the property 7(q, p). 
P r o o f . Let Ar0 be the smallest natural number k for which n <}*«+>;. By 
theorem 5, for every natural number there exists a subset Q;, of power H/:o+k 
of Q for which Qi: = = . Applying theorem 3 with q=Xfcfff& and 
Q = Qt we obtain that QI; has a subset Fk with the property T(Hk0+k, p). 
Thus the conditions of the theorem 4 are satisfied with q = NW>, from 
where our assertion follows. The theorem is proved. 
T h e o r e m 7. If 1) n = p = N0 and q is a regular cardinal number, 
or if 2) 2s'« = NVi, q = x«+2 and p = n ^ N „ , then Q has a subset with the 
property T(q, it). 
P r o o f . In the first case by the theorem 1 with ii = N0, and in the 
second case by the theorems 1 and 2, Q has a subset F with the property 
T(q, r) where _ £ = q in the first case and r = N«+i in the second case. As 
2 r = Q and U r < q , we see that J 7 has a subset of power q such that, 
for every x^F,, we have H^x) = /f(x) — /7r =t 0. Let N(IIr) be the set of 
all subsets of power, less than n of fir- Put //2(x) = H(x)C\ Fir. It is obvi-
ous that 7V(/7r) < q and Ho(x) £ N(nr). It follows by the regularity of q 
that I\ has a subset F2 of power q such that for every x,y£ r , we have 
H2(x) = H2(y). By the definition for every pair x,y of distinct elements of 
F we have ^(x) 0 N,(y) = 0. It follows that F2 has the property T(q ,» ) . 
The theorem is proved. 
T h e o r e m 8. If q is a singular cardinal number and if 1 ) n = N0, 
or if 2) N0 s ; n < q and 2s'« = X«m for every < q, then Q has a subset with 
the property 7(q, [n-q*]+). 
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P r o o f . Let { i j i } « 9 , be a sequence of the,- type <jpq* of ordinal numbers 
such that i]v < i],L (v < tf), max (q*, n} < < q and q = 2 N«+2- By theorem 
£<9»q. 
5 for every | < ^y) there exists a subset Qj. of Q such that 
Qi = £<}( = Xf/g+2 • 
Applying the theorem 7 with q = K^+a and Q = Qs we obtain that has 
a subset with the property 7(^^+2, n). By theorem 4 the theorem is proved. 
The following two theorems are due to P . E R D O S . 
T h e o r e m 9. If q is a singular cardinal number and p (q*)+, then the 
answer to the problem, in general, is negative. 
P r o o f. Let 
Xq, X\, Xv, . . . , Xa, XM-t-l, . . . , X£ , . . . (t < yq) 
be any well-ordering of Q of the type <pq. We define H(x) as follows: Let 
//(*£) = 0 if § < 9 , * , and H(xi) = {x,1,xi} if (on ^ § < co,1+i (0 < < <jpq*). Let 
F be a subset of power q of Q. It is obvious that ¿ r = q and 77/-= q*. 
T h e o r e m 10. If q = , s = Xa is singular, p g n, n = (§*)+ and 
2^ — Hp+i for every' ¡3, then the answer to the problem, in general, is negative. 
P r o o f . Let 
Q = « U ( U Q i ) 
be a decomposition of^Q into the sum of mutually disjoint non empty sets 
such that R— q and Qs = = for any ±<<ps*. Let P be the set of all 
functions defined on the set of all ordinal numbers £<<¡0$* and such that, 
for each %<<fi*, It is clear that P = Thus, by the generalized 
•continuum hypothesis, P = K«+i- Let {*,,},K?;(I and { y ^ c ^ be any wellordering 
of the type of R and P, respectively. We define H{x) as follows: Put 
H(x) = 0 if x € < (p^), and H{xn) = {x„} (J { y v ( £ ) f o r xn € R. Let 
D = {x,li}i<v be a subset of type <jt>q of 7?. Let'further D' be the set of ele-
ments xt £ D for which there exists^ at least one £0<<Ps* such that >>t(2;o)4= 
' = t = J , ' 7 C ( § 0 ) for every T- Clearly §§*==§== Thus D—D'=q=x„+1. 
By the definition of H(x) it follows that IVD- = q. Put = 2 There 
v<<pt* 
exists an increasing sequence of the ordinal numbers £ < (pe,* such 
that { ^ ( ^ J l ^ y , = Nr for every v < y3«. Suppose the contrary. Then there 
exists an ordinal number p < c c so that {«¡^ (£)}{<»>,, = for every §.<f/>6*. 
But then {y%}i«p^ ^ Xs* < X«+ij_ which is a contradiction. It follows by the 
definition of D and H(x) that n„ j, == x«. The theorem is proved. 
Theorem 11. Let r be an arbitrary cardinal number, r s x„, and x« 
A singular cardinal number such that A is not confinal to OJ and N« > r. If 
for every Hp, X« > Ns > r, for which ¡3 is confinal to a>, the answer to the 
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problem is affirmative with q = p = N/s and n = r, then there exists an ordinal 
number /?„ < a such that the answer to the problem is affirmative with q = Na,. 
p = [N/} 0«*]+ and n = r . 
P r o o f . Suppose that the conditions of the problem are satisfied with 
q = Na and n = r. According to the theorem 5, for every § < « for which 
max {n, q*} < N£, there exists a subset Qt of Q such that 
Qe = .£«£ = KÉ • 
Let D be the set of all ordinal numbers S which are confinai to eo and 
for which max {n, q*} < Ni < Xa- If then by the condition Q| has a 
subset T ( with the property 7"(Ní , Nf) i. e. 
^ r f = and n r p = ^ m < Nj. 
We may assume that for every x ^ F ç 
H(x)—Jbt i 0. 
Thus to every there corresponds an ordinal number / ( s u c h that 
f(£,)< £. There exists an ordinal number ¡% and a sequence of the 
type a* of D such that /(£,,) .</?<, and lim = a (see [7]). It follows that for 
every r Í K ( > i < < * ) _ 
t/i'i,; < NV„-
Consider now those >] < cc*) for which 
i] is of the form /?-j-1. Let Nsqyiy 
be a fixed regular cardinal number such that N ^ < < . Let further-
more be a subset of the power N£,,(,5) of r ^ . It is obvious that F ^ ^ h a s 
the property 7(N£i;(^), ,N/30). As Ni,;(ft is regular and N« = <?)> therefore fi<a* 
applying the theorem 4 with q = N«, r<, = N&, and = we obtain that 
(J /¿„(A has a subset with the property T(N«, [N/? «*]+). The theorem is proved. 
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